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From: Daniel Evans
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 7:44:38 PM


Hello,


It is my understanding that exemption from reporting finances that religious organizations currently
receive is under review.


I believe that exempting religious organizations from producing financial statements poses a major risk
to the IRS, and also the public, by creating an opportunity for these organizations to misrepresent or
under-represent their financial earnings, and how those earnings are charitably applied. An organization
that is exempted from taxes should be held to the highest level of accountability and scrutiny by the
IRS, to ensure that the exemptions are applied fairly and appropriately, and to prevent dishonest or
fraudulent activities from being used to avoid taxes. Honest organizations should not have an objection
to disclosing their finances, and in fact should be happy to do so, to prove they are honest in their
dealings.
We all have an interest in fair, honest financial accounting, and no organization, religious or not, should
be simply trusted to honestly disclose their financial statements. It is my hope that you take this into
account when considering changes to the form 990 process.


Thank you,


Daniel Evans
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From: Barry Wolf
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 6:39:33 PM


          Religious 501(c)(3) organizations should not be given any
preferences that are not available to similarly situated secular 501(c)(3)
organizations.  To provide such preferences would violate the First
Amendment's establishment clause and the Fifth Amendment, which
has been construed to provide equal protection.  (See, e.g., Buckley v.
Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 93 (1976) [Equal protection analysis in the Fifth
Amendment area is the same as that under the Fourteenth
Amendment].)
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From: Richard and Sandy Miller
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 4:35:35 PM


Ms. Preston,


I am writing in regards to a tax exempt organization using their organization to
publicly choose political candidates.


The Calvary Chapel Chino Hills Church in Chino Hills, CA, blatantly tells its
congregation who to vote for based on "God's law".  The pastor does this in front of
his congregation in Sunday during church services.  He also does so on his Facebook
page, where he has thousands of followers.  In doing so, they are in obvious
violation of the IRS's rules regarding 501(c)(3) organizations.


I appreciate your attention in this matter.


Sincerely,


Sandy Miller



mailto:richardsandymiller@gmail.com
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From: Don Camp
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 11:47:02 AM


Ms. Preston,
I am writing to comment about IRS Form 990, which secular non-profits are
required to file reporting gross income, disbursements and other tax information. 
Yet churches are automatically exempt from filing Form 990.  Any group that claims
it is religious avoids all public transparency and accountability.  I believe that the IRS
is privileging churches at public expense.  The privilege of not being taxed must
carry with it measures of accountability.  
Any IRS oversight of non-profits or 501(c)(3) organizations must be equally enforced
against religious organizations.


Thank you for your attention and consideration of my comments.
Margie Camp
707 N Mississippi AV
Roswell, NM  88201
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From: Michael Parks
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 9:01:46 AM


Good morning Ms. Preston,


    I hope you are having a great day so far. It has just recently been brought to my
attention that you are seeking public comments regarding Form 990. I have just
learned that churches and other religious organizations are not required to complete
the form. I'm not entirely sure if that is correct, I have never personally investigated
to situation. But by chance if it is correct, I believe all organizations no matter what
affiliation should be required to file the form 990. 
     With the national debt ever expanding, we as a national should all be doing our
part to reduce said debt. We need the ability to see where our nation's money is
going. I find it unsettling that some of the "mega churches" could be bringing in up
two two million a year, and every dollar going through their doors are unaccounted
for.


--------------------------------------------
Mega Church
2000 members per session
average donation $10
2 session min per week
52 weeks a year


$2,080,000
----------------------------------------------
*The above figure does not account for revivals or holiday*


     I believe we all should be required to show an honest account of our finances
and taxed appropriately. But regardless to being taxed appropriately, lets start with
us all being held accountable for our income.


Best wishes,


Michael Cody Parks



mailto:mcparks85@gmail.com
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From: Rosemarie Shaheen
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 7:46:56 PM


Dear Ms. Preston: Please consider this comment in relation to Form 990 for non-religious exempt
organizations, which should be treated the same as those espousing a religious position. Churches
should not receive privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements which with
all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups,
have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures.
The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability. Please make
churches and other religious organizations conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious
organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming tax exemption. However, I feel
strongly that strict control of religious organizations is necessary at a time when individuals are paying
high taxes in order to subsidize them.


Thank you for your consideration.


Rosemarie Shaheen
721 Ellsworth Avenue
Great Falls, VA 22066
703-272-3531
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From: Lisa Uhrich
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: My views on Form 990
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 6:43:44 PM


Christie Preston,


Thank you for taking my comments. I hope I'm not getting these in too late, this is
very important to me. As an atheist, I often feel under represented in my
government. Also, I think it's unfair for religious organizations get so many tax
breaks. Here's a good summary of my views:


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether
they espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS
singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the
disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or
lose their exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have
a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general
financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some
measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other
501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that
claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that
they are claiming tax exemption.


I very much appreciate you taking the time to read and consider my email. 


Cheers,


Lisa Uhrich


Des Moines, WA 98198
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From: J.A. Vacca
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Proposed Collection; Comments on Form 990 and Related Schedules
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 11:58:42 AM


Dear Christie,


I am providing comments in response to Federal Register Notice 17312 issued on July 14,
2015 regarding form 990. Please add my name and email address to the list of interested
parties regarding any further issues related to this matter.


My primary concern in this matter is that IRS oversight be equally enforced for both
religious and non-religious organizations. By exempting churches from the the disclosure
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, the government is
essentially granting privileged treatment for religious organizations. This is part of the
reason so many organizations flying under the guise of "religion" have been able to abuse
and misuse funds intended for charitable works. The privilege of not being taxed must
come with some measure of accountability.  Because these non-profit groups are
essentially being subsidized by the American taxpayer, I feel they have a burden to provide
financial disclosure to both the IRS and the general public.  


As a  federal employee, I am especially concerned with the IRS collecting all revenue due
the federal government and not allowing for organizations to abuse/misuse the charitable
organization tax status. I feel that improved accountability will help detect and prosecute
fraudulent uses and improve overall accountability. Thanks to the IRS for your continued
hard-work and providing an opportunity to comment on this matter. 


Sincerely, 
J.A. Vacca
915 Walla Walla AVE
Wenatchee, WA 98801



mailto:jav4191@hotmail.com
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From: Greg O
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: RE: Form 990
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 7:52:33 PM


I'm requesting that the decision to exclude churches from reporting their finances to
the IRS via form 990 be reconsidered. 


Thank you.


Greg Olsen



mailto:gregolsen1@gmail.com
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From: Joan Cuthbertson
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comments on Form 990
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 4:40:42 PM


Dear Ms. Preston,


I am concerned to learn that the IRS currently singles out churches and religious organizations for
privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure requirements all of the other 501(c)(3)
organizations must comply with.  Other organizations lose their exemption if they don't comply.  Any
group that claims it is religious avoids all public transparency and accountability.  As a taxpayer who
helps subsidize tax-exempt groups, I think I have a right to know what entities are exempt from
taxation and to review general financial disclosures.  All non-profits must be treated equally and fairly
with no favorites.


Lately I've noticed a church explosion and expansion in Charlotte, North Carolina, and wonder if these
profitable enterprises are under scrutiny.  They appear to have a huge amount of discretionary
income.   Are they all legitimate?  The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of
accountability.


Thank you and kind regards,


Joan Cuthbertson


1426 Edgewater Drive


Charlotte NC 28210


704-572-3214



mailto:joanacuthbertson@gmail.com
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From: Herman"s Skyrunner
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: tax exeptions for religious organizations
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 8:51:03 PM


Ms. Preston
 
I am one who thinks religious organizations of all sorts, including churches, should not be
exempted from paying federal income taxes.  These organizations do not exempt
themselves from participation in politics.  That’s the reality.
 
I urge that IRS oversight provided for 501 C (3) organizations be equally applied to religious
organizations.  At a minimum, these organizations should fulfill form 990 obligations.  
 
Incidentally, IRS should be adequately funded to enable the enforcement with which it is
charged.  I am no enemy of the IRS, and my wife and I believe in paying our taxes...it is to
our benefit.
 
Thanks for your consideration,
Herman Lankford
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From: Susan Pace
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comments regarding Form 990
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 11:37:03 AM


Dear Ms. Preston,
It has recently come to my attention that, in applying for non-profit status, religious organizations are
treated differently than other non-profits. I am appalled by this inequality in the application of IRS
regulations.
IRS oversight of 501(c)(3), should be equally enforced against churches and other religious
organizations.
As a taxpayer, who is subsidizing these groups, I believe it is essential that they be held to the standard
financial disclosures required by law.


Thank you,
Susan L. Pace
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From: Tina Seybert
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Comments relate to Form 990
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 4:09:23 PM


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they
espouse an atheist position, or a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out
churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the disclosure
requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their
exemption. Taxpayers, who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know
what entities are exempt from taxation and to review general financial disclosures.
The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of accountability.
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3)
groups. At a minimum, the IRS should require any organizations that claim to be
religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS that they are claiming
tax exemption.


Thank You,


Tina Seybert
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From: Hermsen12000@aol.com
To: Preston Christie A
Cc: hermsen12000@aol.com
Subject: FORM 990
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 3:51:58 PM


For years I believe the IRS has dropped the ball with respect to 501 (c)(3) church accountability.On 
rare occasions the IRS warns the churches of their responsibilities but these warnings are routinely
ignored .It really is (sorry to say) become a laughing matter .
To have churches or other houses of worship to use FORM 990 can correct SOME  of  their
transgressions (sic).
All 501(c)(3) nonprofit organizations should be equally accountable.
Respectfully Yours
Richard Hermsen
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From: susanlwyatt@verizon.net
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 comment
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 7:12:46 PM


Ms. Preston,
 
It is my belief that churches should not be exempt from the reporting requirements that
apply to any other non-profit.
 
Susan Wyatt
Annapolis, MD
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From: Rachel Erekson McKinney
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 comment
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 7:21:07 PM


Dear Ms. Preston,


This e-mail is to voice my comments about requiring churches to report their financial to
the Internal Revenue Service (and to the American public).


I believe that churches and religious organizations should be required to report their
finances.  Many other countries (Canada, the U.K.) already have this requirement.  


It's my understanding that non-profit organizations are currently required to report their
finances.  I believe that churches and religious organizations should also have that
requirement.


Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.


Sincerely,


Rachel McKinney
7739 River Road, Apt. B
Indianapolis, IN 46240
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From: Raychel Higgs
To: Preston Christie A
Subject: Form 990 for non-profit organizations.
Date: Monday, September 14, 2015 12:50:48 PM


Dear Ms Preston,


It was recently brought to my attention that you are soliciting public comments regarding form 990 that is used by
non-profit organizations. Like many Americans, I am not religious and hold the separation of church ans state to
be a fundamental pillar of our constitution. It has become apparent that many religious organizations are blatantly
abusing the system by collecting vast amounts of  money and not only paying no taxes, but don't even report
their finances to the IRS. A recent episode of the John Oliver program on HBO entitled "Televangelists" exposed
this abuse. In addition, fake churches such as Scientologists have taken advantage of this loophole and
established churches frequently preach a preference for one political party and still seem to retain their tax free
status. Secular non-profits, on the other hand, have to comply with the law and file form 990, which can be costly
and time consuming.


So in summary:


All non-profit organizations should be treated equally, regardless of whether they espouse an atheist position, or
a religious position. Currently the IRS singles out churches for privileged treatment by exempting them from the
disclosure requirements all other 501(c)(3) organizations must comply with, or lose their exemption. Taxpayers,
who are subsidizing tax-exempt groups, have a right to know what entities are exempt from taxation and to
review general financial disclosures. The privilege of not being taxed must come with some measures of
accountability.
    
Please make churches conform to the same IRS requirements as all other 501(c)(3) groups. At a minimum, the
IRS should require any organizations that claim to be religious organizations, to file an annual notice with the IRS
that they are claiming tax exemption.


Dr Raychel Higgs
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